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Motor City Esthetician Vanquishes Ingrown Hair With New Serum 

Ingrown hairs are equal opportunity offenders.  They plague both men and women who wax, 

shave or tweeze. To remedy this unsightly and painful condition, entrepreneur esthetician and wax 

guru Tiffany Piggée has developed Bumpcology ingrown serum. 

ROCHESTER, MI - July 11, 2017, Bumpcology® serum was developed by Piggée in Detroit in 

2015 as a powerful tool to be used daily for maintenance and to prevent the occurrence of ingrown 

hair. 

“I created my own ingrown serum as a result of a rise in price and lack of results from the 

ingrown serum I was retailing in my studio.  I felt it no longer met the needs of my clients”, 

Piggée said. 

As the esthetician set off on her road to developing the serum’s formula, branding and packaging 

she found herself encountering many roadblocks including companies with production minimums 

that were far beyond her range. 

“I just didn’t have space to house 10,000 bottles of ingrown serum,” she said. 

But as the obstacles persisted so did Piggée perseverance. 

“I encountered many no’s along the way and by staying focused on my efforts, I met a number of 

dynamic women that helped me in my effort of making Bumpcology a reality,” Piggée said. 

This all-star team included including her lawyers, publicist, sales reps, graphic designers, and 

chemist. 

“I am all about female empowerment and creating an inclusive environment in business to 

develop concepts such as Bumpcology ingrown serum.” the esthetician said. 

“I also teach my daughter the concept of perseverance in life.   There will be many no’s but you 

have to keep your eye on the prize to get your goal,” Piggée said. 

In addition to assembling a kick-butt female team,  Piggée has enlisted the help of her clients to 

assist in Bumpcology product testing. 

“My clients played a crucial role in advising me on the product and I feel it is important to be an 

active listener to their input.  The clients provided comments on the products consistency, scent, 

efficacy, texture and price point,” she said. 
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“After a year of testing we had decided upon the final formulation,” Piggée said. 

“After all this is a Waxocracy™ and we vote on just about everything that has to do with business 

around here and finding the perfect ingrown serum that fits into what we do here was just 

something that we do,” she said. 

Bumpcology ingrown serum is an isopropyl alcohol-free serum containing lactic acid which 

exfoliates cells on the surface of the skin,  willow bark extract containing salicylic acid, a natural 

exfoliate used to help shed dead cells and clear pores,  glycolic acid which aids in safely removing 

the outer layer of dead skin cells, lightens hyperpigmentation, and frees ingrown hairs revealing 

blemish-free skin, and polymol tripeptide 8, a powerful peptide that prevents and reverses signs of 

inflammation and soothes irritated skin. 

Bumpcology gently removes dead skin, helps kill bacteria and works to free the hair before it 

becomes ingrown. Bumpcology can be used on both men’s and women’s legs chest, back, face, 

underarm and bikini area to hydrate, smooth, calm and refresh the skin. 

Product directions include applying the serum to skin immediately after a wax or shaving to 

inhibit ingrown hairs, discourage hyperpigmentation and encourage cell renewal.  Product use 

should continue daily for optimal results. 

Bumpcology can be purchased online at Bumpcology.com for $29.99 

For more information on Bumpcology and Tiffany Piggée Bumpcology creator and master, 

esthetician visit www.bumpcology.com. 

Say Buh-bye to ingrown hair and hello to smooth skin. 
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